Robin Wilson With a new foreword by Ian Stewart
"Wilson appeals to the mathematical novice with an unassuming lucidity. It's thrilling to see great mathematicians fall for seductively simple proofs, then stumble on equally simple counterexamples. Or swallow their pride." -Jascha Hoffman, Boston Globe
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Spaces of PL Manifolds and Categories of Simple Maps

Friedhelm Waldhausen, Bjørn Jahren & John Rognes
Since its introduction by Friedhelm Waldhausen in the 1970s, the algebraic K-theory of spaces has been recognized as the main tool for studying parametrized phenomena in the theory of manifolds. However, a full proof of the equivalence relating the two areas has not appeared until now. This book presents such a proof, essentially completing Waldhausen's program from more than thirty years ago. Paul J. Nahin "Readers of this absorbing book will gain significant pleasure as well as a broadened understanding of the nuances of mathematics, along with a wonderful picture of how analytics and simulations complement each other. Nahin is a master at this. I love this book!" -Joseph Mazur, author of What's Luck Got to Do with It? Cloth $27.95 978-0-691-15680-4 
Degenerate Diffusion Operators Arising in Population Biology
Charles L. Epstein & Rafe Mazzeo
This book provides the mathematical foundations for the analysis of a class of degenerate elliptic operators defined on manifolds with corners, which arise in a variety of applications such as population genetics, mathematical finance, and economics. The results discussed in this book prove the uniqueness of the solution to the Martingale problem and therefore the existence of the associated Markov process.
